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Bob Woodruff is a critically acclaimed songwriter and recording artist from NYC. He has 

recorded for various labels including, Restless/Enigma, Elektra/Asylum, Imprint and 

Interscope Records. More than a few top critics have stated that his albums are among the 

finest country-rock records ever released. 

 

His songs, which meld R&B, Country and Rock, have attracted some of the most talented 

players in the world to his recording sessions and are sweetened by many Rock ‘n’ Roll and 

Country Music Hall of Famers including: Emmylou Harris, Benmont Tench (Tom Petty & the 

Heartbreakers), Gary Tallent (Bruce Springsteen and the E Street Band), Bernie Leadon (The 

Eagles), James Burton (Elvis), Glen D Hardin (Elvis), Marc Ford (Black Crowes), Lucinda 

Williams, Sam Bush (New Grass Revival) and Pig Robbins to name only a few. 

 

While Bob took some time to pursue other interests outside the music business for awhile, he 

is currently living in Los Angeles where he is writing songs and composing music for motion 

pictures, television and other recording artists. In 2012 Sound Asleep Records, a Swedish 

label, released a recording session he did in Nashville several years ago entitled, “The Lost 

Kerosene Tapes 1999”, which led to a successful Scandinavian tour and a new record deal in 

Europe where a brand new Bob Woodruff album was recorded this year and scheduled to be 

released in the fall. 

 

Quotes: 

“One of the most talented and snake-bit performers to ever hit Nashville was NYC boy Bob 

Woodruff..Like Mickey Newbury and John Prine, Woodruff’s lyrics take us close to the edge 

of the psychological abyss — it’s songwriting as real as a purple bruise on a junkie’s arm.” - 

Houston Press 

“Woodruff’s material has a classic resonance which mines the seam between Bruce 

Springsteen and Steve Earle.” - Rolling Stone 

“for my money his debut album, Dreams & Saturday Nights was the best country album 

released in the 90's and one of the best recordings of that decade. This  new CD The Year We 

Tried To Kill The Pain is like stumbling into something new by Elliott Smith , Nick Drake or 

Jeff Buckley. Only Woodruff isn’t dead, through no fault of his own. Healthy and in fine 

voice these days, the accompanying music played mostly by a group of fine Swedish 

musicians and a couple of superb players from the States including Benmont Tench finds him 

moving away from straight honky tonk and closer to a rootsy soulfulness that melds rock, 

R&B and country befitting these songs about love and loss, pain and redemption.” - The 

Houston Chronicle 

 

 


